Name/Title: SuperHero Fitness

Purpose of Event: The purpose of this activity is to help students associate exercises with the different health-related fitness components: cardiovascular fitness, flexibility and muscular strength/endurance.

Prerequisites: Students have previously been taught what it means to have good cardiovascular fitness and muscular strength/endurance and to be flexible, along with why each component is important.

Suggested Grade Level: K-2

Materials Needed: 3-6 vests; optional: T-shirts imprinted with the letters F, M and C and/or capes for the SuperHeroes to wear

Description of Idea

Begin by telling the students how the SuperHeroes of the Universe have heard how the children on Earth watch too much TV, eat too much junk food and don't get enough exercise. They have decided to save the children by demonstrating how to get more exercise. The SuperHeroes are Kid Cardio, Mr. Flex and Miss Muscle.

Choose 3 students to be the SuperHeroes. When the game starts, the SuperHeroes will try to tag the children from Earth in an effort to help them break away from the television. If a student is tagged by Kid Cardio (s)he must do an exercise for cardiovascular fitness before returning to the game. If a student is tagged by Mr. Flex that student must perform a stretch, and, when a student is tagged by Miss Muscle (s)he must do a strength exercise.

For younger students, a pre-designated exercise works well, such as jog 2 laps, V-sit Stretch or 5 curl-ups.

The older students will be given index cards noting different exercises to perform. When the student gets tagged by Kid Cardio, (s)he goes to the teacher to get a pink card, performs the exercise and then returns the card to the teacher. The students will receive a blue card when tagged by Mr. Flex and they will receive an orange card when tagged by Miss Muscle.

After a few minutes, switch SuperHeroes and start another round.

Assessment Ideas:
At the end of class, shout out a fitness component and see if the students can tell you an exercise that helps to improve the component.

After you have played a few times, have the students choose their own appropriate exercise when they get tagged.

**Adaptations for Students with Disabilities:**

Using different locomotor skills can help to slow the students down so that those with disabilities might have a chance to tag someone or get away from someone. You can do this easily with this activity by pretending that you are on a different planet and the inhabitants on that planet move differently.
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Visit [S&S Discount](http://www.ssdiscount.com) for all your physical education equipment and supplies!